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HERDER INSTITUTE for Historical Research on East Central Europe

For photographic order:              / 

Forename and surname:   ………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………

Institution/Firm:   ………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………

House Number, street:   ………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………

Place, postcode:   ………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………

Country:   ………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………

Phone, e-mail:   ………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………

The copies are intended for (bibliographical reference of the publication):

………………………………………………………………….………………………………………………………………………………….

Publisher/Name of periodical: ………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………

Print run, number pages: ………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………

Probable date of publication: ………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………

Application for reproduction approval for  Image-no.:  ………………………………

 Image-no. listed in appendix 

 

Reproduction fees/Image royalties (per photo):

Editions of up to € Editions of up to €

1.000 copies 
5.000 copies

30,– € 
40,– €

10.000 copies 
> 10.000 copies/cover/e-book

50,– € 
60,– €

I have read and understood the conditions of use of the image archive of the Herder-Institute, and accept these in full:

...................................................................,  ............................. 
.................................................................................

 (place) (date) (signature)

CONTRACTUAL CONDITIONS  
for publications
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Image-no. Short title



Conditions of use*

1.  Purchased reproductions (digitised material/copies) of image materials from the image archive of the Herder Institute, 
Marburg, may only be used once and exclusively for the purpose stated overleaf. They may not be passed to third parties 
nor filed in other collections accessible by the public without the written agreement of the Herder Institute. All copyrights 
– if they exist – shall remain in the possession of the image archive of the Herder Institute, Marburg.

2.  If reproductions of image materials are made available by the image archive of the Herder Institute, Marburg, the rights 
to which are owned by a third party or are unclear, then the user shall bear the responsibility for clarifying the legal situa-
tion and shall also meet any justified demands made by the third party.

3.  In the case of using image materials and information whose content involves persons who are still alive or who died less 
than 30 years ago, the user shall bear the responsibility of observing their personal rights and, if necessary, shall also 
meet any justified demands made by the third party.

4.  In the case of publication, the written agreement of the image archive must be obtained in all cases. A new application 
must be made in the case of all subsequent editions and reprints – this also applies for parts of the publication stated 
above if they involve photos/digitised material from the image archive of the Herder Institute.

5.  Approval for use of the image material must be applied for using the available form in duplicate. This approval is consi-
dered to be given for the publication and production listed overleaf on payment of the production costs and image roy-
alties, and on receipt of a copy of this agreement returned by the image archive.

6.  In the case of reproduction of the photos, the Herder Institute, Marburg, image archive – must be stated as the owner of 
the original – if possible – in the image caption and in all cases in the photo credits. Commercial exploitation (particularly 
posters, postcards, reproduced slides, all types of reproductions, videos and all forms of multimedia use) requires the 
written agreement of the Herder Institute and is subject to a charge.

7.  The applicant is obliged to pay all costs that fall due (research, production of copies/digitised materials, etc.) and fees 
(image royalties/reproduction fees); an appropriate invoice will be sent. As a rule, a reference copy of the intended pub-
lication must be sent without being requested and free of charge to the image archive of the Herder Institute, Marburg.

8.  The reproduction fee may be reduced in justified cases, particularly in the case of academic publications in smaller edi-
tions (e.g. self-publication), academic institutes and publications in which the Herder Institute is expressly interested.

9.  If the publication contains a selection of the photos produced by the image archive, the image archive must be informed 
of the illustrations involved when going to press.

10.  Contractual penalties will be due if the contractual conditions above are flouted. In the case of missing or incorrect evi-
dence of origin, the image royalty shall be increased 100%; in the case of misuse of image materials provided by the 
image archive of the Herder Institute, this shall be increased 500 %.

Place of fulfilment and court of jurisdiction is Marburg

* Basis: The principles and fees for photographing in museums/collections for commercial purposes and for the use of photos for reproduc-
tion. Decision of the Conference of German Cultural Ministers dated 25.06.1992. CGCM Erg.-Lfg. (supplemental set) 79, September 1994

Supported by:

Scientific Collections Image Archive
Gisonenweg 5-7
35037 Marburg

phone +49 6421 184-148
fax +49 6421 184-139
e-mail bildarchiv@herder-institut.de

Internet www.herder-institut.de
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